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➔ Khan Academy is a FREE website with lots of structured maths activities including:

◆ Video Tutorials

◆ Follow Up Questions

◆ Quizzes.

➔ Why use it for distance learning?

◆ You can easily set your whole class, groups or individuals specific video tutorials to watch and follow up 

activities.

◆ This may take the pressure of parents if they do not have time to do maths activities with their children or are 

unsure how to explain the maths.

◆ If pupils are unsure how to answer a question or are incorrect, there are links to a video tutorial on similar 

content that will help them or they can use the ‘hint’ function to get step by step guidance.

◆ Once you have set up your class, you can see which videos and exercises they are completing, how long it’s 

taking them and what they got right or wrong allowing you to identify misconceptions/misunderstanding and 

assign future work based on this.  You can also track their progress in different ‘areas’ of maths.

Khan Academy - Overview

https://www.khanacademy.org/
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➔ It is suitable for both Primary and Secondary pupils.

➔ For P1 and P2, pupils may be better with more play based activities but if you wish to use it there are activities.  

Khan Academy Kids may also be a more appealing alternative.  (Downloadable app but only available on some 

devices.)

➔ IMPORTANT NOTICE: These materials are based on the US Grade System.  Please be aware that while in general we 

feel the content is very useful, there are some differences with the timing of when content is introduced and the way 

that some content is taught.  (See next page/slide for guidance on Grade Levels.)

*NOTE: When multiplying whole numbers by 10 e.g. 28 x 10, Khan Academy does refer to the pattern of adding a zero to the 

28.  We ACTIVELY DISCOURAGE schools from teaching this to children as a way to multiply by 10, 100 etc. although 

acknowledge that it is fine to spot the pattern and to discuss it.  

It often becomes an issue and leads to lack of understanding and incorrect answers when children start to multiply decimals 

e.g. when solving 7.2 x 10… the answer IS NOT 7.20 but many children write this is they have previously been taught a rule 

about adding a zero!

Khan Academy - Who is it for?

https://learn.khanacademy.org/khan-academy-kids/
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➔ Grade Comparison to Scotland.

➔ This document has been used to get an 

approximation of which Grades correspond 

to the year groups in Scotland.  Please 

remember this is an approximation and as 

stated before, the timing of when some 

content is introduced will vary between the 

two countries.

Khan Academy - 
Grade Levels

Grade Level Primary

➔ Kindergarten Early/First P1 + P2

➔ First
First

P3

➔ Second P4

➔ Third

Second

P5

➔ Fourth P6

➔ Fifth P7

➔ Sixth

Third and 
Fourth 

S1

➔ Seventh S2

➔ Eighth S3

https://www.pearsonclinical.co.uk/Sitedownloads/Miscpdfs/Gradetoage.pdf
#
#
#
#
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I have linked to some FAQs that might help you to get set up if you choose to use Khan Academy:

General information on using the site:  https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/sections/200497150-Using-the-Site

Specific links from that page that take you directly to information about:

➔ How Can I Create My Teacher Account?
https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/202755530-How-can-I-create-my-teacher-account-

➔ If you have Google Classroom: How do I import my Google Classroom Roster to Khan Academy?
https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360030760852-How-do-I-import-my-Google-Classroom-roster-t
o-Khan-Academy-

➔ If you DO NOT have Google Classroom: You can set your pupils up manually (See next page/slide)

Khan Academy: 
Setting My Class Up 1

https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/sections/200497150-Using-the-Site
https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/202755530-How-can-I-create-my-teacher-account-
https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360030760852-How-do-I-import-my-Google-Classroom-roster-to-Khan-Academy-
https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360030760852-How-do-I-import-my-Google-Classroom-roster-to-Khan-Academy-
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➔ If you DO NOT have Google Classroom: You can set your 
pupils up manually.
◆ Go to the teacher dashboard by clicking on your name in 

the top right hand corner  of the screen.

◆ Click on ‘Add New Class’ (Right hand side)

◆ Enter a class name and then add pupils to your class.  
A password will automatically be created but you have the 
option of changing this.

Khan Academy: 
Setting My Class Up 2
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➔ Content can be assigned to a whole class, group or individual.  Content includes, video tutorials, questions or 

quizzes.

➔ You can either assign content to a whole class by going to the teacher dashboard and clicking on your class:

➔ You can then go to ‘Assign’ and then browse through

content to decide what you want to assign to your 

class.

Khan Academy: 
Assigning Content 1
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➔ Or you can assign content to a whole class or specific children by going to the activity itself and clicking on it.

After you’ve clicked on the activity, a box appears at the top with all your students names.  You can then click on all 

the students you want to assign that specific content to.

In the example below, I’ve found a video from 3rd Grade - Intro to multiplication - Multiplication with Arrays.  You can 

see the class and their names appear and I just tick or untick the students I want to assign this work to.

Khan Academy: 
Assigning Content 2
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As pupils complete assignments, you can check on progress at both: 

➔ A class level by going to the ‘TEACHER DASHBOARD’ - ‘YOUR CLASS’ - then selecting ‘PROGESS’.

➔ Or at an individual level by going to ‘TEACHER DASHBOARD’ - ‘YOUR CLASS’ - then selecting ‘STUDENTS’.

Khan Academy: 
Checking Progress

➔ For class progress, you 

can change the ‘Grade’ 

you want to look at 

progress for by using the 

drop down menu.


